CODEBREAKER: Discover the Password to Unlock the Best Version of You
Book and Journal
By Sandra and Daniel Biskind
Sandra and Daniel Biskind are World Renowned Transformationalists
Get the Specific Keys to Undue Your Own Self-Entrapment, Recoding Your Unconscious
and Your DNA to Accelerate Your Ultimate Personal Evolution
Learn to Master Your “Ego-Puppy!”

Jack Canfield has so embraced the work of Sandra and Daniel Biskind that after working with them
personally he brought them in to engage with his entire staff, calling the results “truly life changing” and
“magical.” International business leaders, spiritual
luminaries, female icons and celebrities sing their
praises...
But it’s their extraordinary work as Codebreakers that is
serving not only the elite, but the everyman or women
who is suffering in physical, emotional, psychological or
financial pain.
These international bestselling authors, speakers,
trainers and healers have finally committed their full
decoding process to paper in their new book
CODEBREAKER: Discover the Password to Unlock
the Best Version of You, and its perfect companion,
The CODEBREAKER Journal. These go straight to
the heart of recoding what blocks us from realizing our
optimum life.
They ask: “Imagine if we could eradicate the war
between the ego mind’s unconscious priorities and the
soul’s desire to be whole—to be the best version of who
we are?” And indeed, they have done it!
After decades of research and development, the
Biskind’s have deciphered the code to living as high frequency beings, set free from the unconscious
programs that derail our success and desires.

They guide readers on how to achieve a PLATIMUM Life, integrating the following elements into their
lives effectively and permanently, using specific tools, techniques, deep penetrating questions,
meditations and more for each one:
• Peace
• Love
• Awareness
• Trust
• Integrity
• Neutrality
• Unity
• Mindfulness
Perhaps the most transforming of these is Neutrality, in which Sandra is regarded globally as a Master.
Neutrality erases the emotional charge that triggers you to react from previous memories and
programs—freeing you from repetitive sabotaging behavior or physical pain. The Biskind’s Quantum
Neutrality method creates instant detachment. And the result is often complete change in circumstance,
lasting a lifetime.
However, a key to sustaining PLATINUM success is taming and training your ”Ego-Puppy” and the
Biskinds delightfully and humorously address these training tips throughout the book.
Interwoven with jaw-dropping personal stories, the accounts of miraculous life transformations by those
who have worked with the couple, and the science that supports and documents this, CODEBREAKER
is an all-encompassing cipher to the hidden and locked parts that have had you entrapped.
Remarks Canfield, who also wrote the foreward to the book, ”They are the real deal, and I highly
recommend them and their work. It is transformational wizardry at its best.”
Incidentally, the book is encoded with high frequency energy and those that hold it often experience a
sudden jolt in heightened awareness. Indeed, the book has a humorous cautionary note: Spiritually
intoxicating. Do not drive or operate heavy machinery under the influence of this book!
CODEBREAKER: Discover the Password to Unlock the Best Version of You is available in
hardcover (Retail $37.00) and softcover (Retail $29.55) from Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com. It
is also on Kindle for $9.99. The CODEBREAKER Journal can also be found on the same websites for
$27.95.
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What They Are Saying
CODEBREAKER is spirituality made practical. Its system can instantly shift the unconscious thoughts people
harbor in the unconscious – which are the most insidious cause of failure – and make those shifts sustainable.
Learn to identify and neutralize your dysfunctional codes and YOU become a codebreaker. The result is freedom,
like karma washing off your body. You will be empowered to manifest your heart’s desires and in essence have the
“secret password” to enlightenment. – Jack Canfield, co-creator of Chicken Soup for the Soul series and The
Success Principles and featured teacher in The Secret
Sandra & Daniel make a beautiful distinction between the ego and the Divine Self and then they do more. They actually
give you the direct experience of that so you can put your ego mind aside, you can say “Sit”, and it will sit. And with it
quiet, something deeper emerges to the fore…Your Divine Self.
As you continue reading, the high frequency of their work works on you, gently, quietly, clearly, so that more of the self
you want to be in the lead comes out.. It’s a glorious feeling. Every cell in my body knows spiritual nourishment is
happening. Then Sandra & Daniel habituate you to this ‘home frequency’ of the Divine Self so you become a beacon to
others helping them undergo the same process, thereby feeding others and you as well.
Buy three copies of this book – one for you, one for someone in your life right now who needs it, and one for someone
who is coming into your life who will need it. Your Soul and their Souls will be grateful. – Martin Rutte, Founder of
Project Heaven On Earth

As President of the Canfield training group and past president of Chicken Soup for the Soul I have published 230
books in my day and I’m telling you this book is awesome! It’s called CODEBREAKER and it’s by Sandra and
Daniel Biskind. They are the secret sauce to my success. If you feel stuck or scattered or you’re just totally
frustrated and you’re just not getting to the place you want to be – buy this book! It’s going to change the game
completely. Jack and I use them, they are our personal confidantes. They coach us all the time and they have given
us more information, and helped us with more breakthroughs than anyone we have worked with. So make sure you
don’t miss out and get Sandra and Daniel’s book. You will absolutely love it.- Patty Aubrey, President of The
Canfield Group
By any measure, this book is destined to make contributions unmatched in such areas as love’s importance, power,
jump-starting the process, rating your state of love, and how to become the best version of yourself…And more
good news: the book flows like a beautiful poem. It is at the same time impactive, instructive, surprising at times,
profound, and yet easy to read and fun. My advice is to bask in the sun and LOVE that flows from the book into
your heart, and learn how to let it flow from your heart into other hearts. You will love the experience.
~ William Bryant. Former Chairman of the Board, American Chamber of Commerce Executives
For all my life I have been uncomfortable expressing love to the people closest to me. There has always been this
resistance to express the one emotion that is the essence of our existence. As a result, there has always been this
hole in my life that I ignored and that has denied me the depth and richness of life I deserve. Sandra, in just three
sessions, nailed what had happened in my past and knew what was preventing me from being the person I so
desperately wanted to be. She has a rare gift and talent to pick up what the blocks are and how to resolve them. As
a coach for Tony Robbins and with many mentors in personal development, I know for a fact that very few have this
ability. After working with her, I feel more at peace with myself and know that I am now on track to express
and experience more love in my life. ~ Gary Rush Anthony Robbins Business and Success Coach
CODEBREAKER comes straight from the heart and is written so deceptively simply. I am sure that people reading
it will absorb the words on a very deep level without even realizing the changes the words will be making in their
lives! Thank you both for your dedication to humanity and for your ever-present, loving connection.
~ Alison Quedley, Former Publisher and Editor “In Touch” magazine

I’ve worked with a lot of healers, but rarely do I meet one who is as quick to the heart of the matter as Sandra. In a
matter of minutes, she was tuned into the core issues I was dealing with and the root causes. A few minutes later, I
could feel a tangible shift, like a weight had been lifted and a new level of energy had been opened. Something was
palpably different about me—and all of this in minutes, not months! I look forward to what’s possible with her
incredible work, and encourage anyone struggling with issues (especially the seemingly unsolvable ones) to
experience this for themselves. ~ Derek Rydall Transformational coach, best-selling author of “Emergence”
and “The Abundance Project”
You know about the power of positive thinking, but do you know exactly HOW to apply it to your life? If you don’t, then
CODEBREAKER is the book for you. This isn’t just a book; it’s an inspirational guide that gives you eight principles to
follow that will clear what’s blocking you and bring forth your best. I embarked on this path myself after reading The
Secret in 2014, and feel that CODEBREAKER is the 2.0 version that took me the step beyond that I needed. An
excellent, inspirational, and helpful read that will become a “go to” guide that everybody can benefit from! -- Sherri
Fulmer Moorer

Sandra Biskind
Biography
HIGH-FREQUENCY BREAKTHROUGH —A LIFE
WITHOUT LIMITS
Sandra Biskind is a global thought leader, international
speaker, spiritual mentor and #1 bestselling author.
She has a unique gift to identify and eradicate the
unconscious programs that undermine success—instantly
amplifying her client’s ability to live freely and thrive.
Sandra and her husband Daniel created a multi-global
award-winning retreat in New Zealand, named the World’s
Best Luxury Coastal Hotel in 2010.
Sandra Biskind offers a rare combination of business
savvy, transformational leadership and soul enrichment.
With her down-to-earth wisdom coupled with her multidimensional gifts, she creates profound sustainable shifts.
Sandra is committed to working with leaders who are
passionate about attaining the next level of success and making a global impact.
“Known for solving unsolvable problems”, Jack Canfield said, “She is a profound healer, trainer, speaker
and author who does some incredible transformational work. I’ve experienced her work and found it truly
life changing — so much so I had her work with my entire staff with magical results. She has an amazing
ability to shift energy and remove unconscious blocks on very deep levels.
Her unconditional love, joy and radiance fills the room. She is the real deal and I highly recommend her
and her work.” — Jack Canfield.
Using her unprecedented laser-like techniques, Sandra takes the brakes off your unconscious, freeing
you to accelerate into the thrilling experience of a life without limits.

Daniel Biskind
Biography
Daniel Biskind uses his expertise in personal
transformation to fulfill his mission — empowering you to
set yourself free, transform your lives and become the best
version of you.
Since meeting in 1998, Daniel and Sandra created second
and third careers together. They designed and created the
Eagles Nest resort in New Zealand. Built on a power place
it was intentionally designed to amplify the frequency of
unconditional love emanating from it.
They were inspired to create Eagle Nest as a venue to do
their personal transformation work. In only its second full
year it received the highest rating in the Conde Nast
Traveller 2008 Gold List of the World’s Top 100 Hotels.
The World Luxury Hotel Association awarded it “Global
Winner — Luxury Coastal Hotel” in 2010. In 2013 the
World Travel Awards named it the World’s Leading
Boutique Villa Resort.
Daniel had a 25 year multi-award winning career in large scale mixed use property development in the
U.S. He has extensive leadership experience in community, civic, charitable, professional, industry and
spiritual organizations. Daniel has mentored and consulted with leaders for over 30 years.
One of his mentors was Lawrence A. Appley, the legendary President and Chairman of the American
Management Association over four decades and recipient of the Presidential Medal of Merit. Appley, who
discovered Peter Drucker, included a chapter on Daniel in a book on CEO’s he had known in his
illustrious career.
Daniel has had a lifelong focus on personal transformation. He has explored numerous expressions of
world spirituality in great depth and has had mystical experiences throughout his life. He cites his
involvement in the peace, civil rights and women’s liberation movements as early expressions of his
mission to empower people to set themselves free. He describes his relationship with Sandra as the
most important influence in his ongoing journey.

A Note from Sandra and Daniel
Sandra and Daniel are eternally grateful to have touched the hearts of many thousands of beautiful
people on the path towards realizing their greatest potential through live immersion events and retreats,
one-on-one mentorship, online intensives and training programs.
They are guided to activate the energy in others that empower them to release the low-frequency
blockers holding them back from having a high-frequency transformational breakthrough.
They’ve worked with people from all over the globe to energetically shift their awareness and enter a
state of connection and expansion as they move into the awe of being free to realize their true nature.
When Sandra and Daniel realized how simple it is for each of them to to be happy, to:
Transcend self-imposed limitations…
Go beyond the stories we tell ourselves…
Meet the world from a place of connection and pure
love…
They knew in their hearts they had to do everything in their power to share that experience with you.
This is what drives Sandra and Daniel to create the programs and events that will expand you towards
these realizations.
When you have the experience of being free from the unconscious obstacles sabotaging your everyday
experience of life, your energy expands into a high frequency where you feel empowered to transform
yourself and the world around you.
The energy field flowing through us is holding you and moving you towards your ultimate potential for
energetic expansion and the awareness that you are pure love.
The energy that we are so deeply honored to experience and share with you is like a spotlight on the
truth of your most authentic Self – Your True Self.
The adventure of discovering who you truly are is the most satisfying and exhilarating journey you will
ever take.
Move beyond your unconscious programs that keep people small and ignorant of their True Self. Listen
to your soul’s choice to grow, evolve and have fun as it rediscovers the voice within that knows the truth
of your limitless potential.
TO BE IN THIS WORLD AS HIGH-FREQUENCY CATALYSTS IS OUR REASON FOR BEING HERE…
The energetic expansion is the reason you’re here and our role is to be the catalyst for your expansion.
Like us, you already have all the ingredients for transformation. You just need a catalyst to create the
desired reaction.

That feeling that you have, that there’s more to life than meets the eye, that everything is happening for a
reason, and that somewhere out there are the answers to your questions…
Well, guess what?
You’re on the right track.
From the depths of our hearts, we hope that this is just the beginning of our relationship.
We look forward to walking with you on the path of personal transformation and creating the life of your
dreams with you.
We invite you to transform your energy, to find the peace and love that comes with transforming your
unconscious, and, in the process, discover your life’s purpose and the boundless possibilities that await
you.
Thank you for being here.
Love Always,
Sandra and Daniel

More on CODEBREAKER
Did you know you have unseen codes in your DNA that are controlling your life?
YES. The way you repel or attract relationships, the way you maintain or push away someone you love,
how you feel about yourself, your motivation, your energy & zest for life and even the level of success
you’ll allow yourself.
What if you could uncover these hidden codes that have been running your life and neutralize them once
and for all?
You CAN!
Sandra and Daniel Biskind are International #1 Bestselling Authors, Speakers & Spiritual Teachers who
for decades have been transforming the lives of Global award-winning business owners and spiritual
leaders.
They are Jack Canfield’s energy shifters of choice and now YOU can experience the depth of their work
that takes these codes locked in your DNA, trapped in programs within your neural pathways, and finally
get yourself free – without having to pay thousands for one-on-one but instead, through experiencing
their revolutionary book that shows you step by step what YOU can do to unlock the best version of
YOU...right away. There’s healing and high frequency energy even encoded within the book itself.
Their legacy work, CODEBREAKER: Discover The Password To Unlock The Best Version Of You
reveals a system that helps explain the mind, body and soul connection. As you read through and
absorb the PLATINUM password you will experience deep and meaningful shifts and feel like the book is
speaking directly to you.
Get yours NOW so you too can become a high frequency codebreaker and breakthrough your
unconscious mind that has been running your life – to being free to have what you want.
Finally call in the love of your life, or shift your relationship or feel happy and alive, on fire with purpose
once and for all. Now with CODEBREAKER, YOU decide. YOU create (not your hidden programs
running the show).
Here’s to living your ideal life NOW....
Law of Attraction masters and experts acknowledge that limiting beliefs routinely sabotage successful
use of this universal law, continually frustrating the efforts of people to manifest their hearts’ desires.
Even after dozens of personal growth trainings and huge investments in coaching and therapy often
unconscious beliefs persist in undermining people’s highest goals and aspirations.
These often show up as “unsolvable problems” — patterns that repeat and can’t seem to be broken.

While CODEBREAKER contains invaluable information, Sandra and Daniel emphasize that it is your
experience in using and embodying these concepts that matters — not simply learning more information
— that is the key to effective and sustainable transformation. In fact, you probably already have the tool
set, skill set, and conscious mindset you need to be successful but you can’t make optimal uses of your
resources (both inner and outer) because of blind spots — which we ALL have — that hide dysfunctional
programs in the unconscious.
You are invited to absorb and enjoy this life-changing system in your everyday life.
CODEBREAKER contains stories that are original and insightful as well as entertaining and engaging
that help you apply the insights in your own life. They serve to make this new thought system “bioavailable” as part of the process of empowering you to reduce and eliminate friction that results from
sabotage programs running unawares.
Deeply spiritual and at the same time, fun and practical. Making sense of the mystical and magical,
CODEBREAKER will change your life with measurable shifts that you can monitor in your
CODEBREAKER Journal.
Are you ready to get to know and love the most important person in your life?
Then you are ready to go on the exciting journey into your unconscious, change your code and live as a
magnetic, high frequency being. You will not be alone, Sandra and Daniel are committed to being with
you every step of the way.

Questions for Sandra and Daniel
1.) You’re on a very different energetic frequency to most of us; how did this come about?
i.e., what is your background? Your story? (How did you get to where you are and why would our
listeners be interested in you?)
2.) Jack Canfield wrote a seriously impressive Foreword to CODEBREAKER. He raves about your
system to clear unconscious blocks. Can you tell us why that’s so important?
3.) And can you tell us how your system works to do that?
4.) You talk about these unconscious blocks being lodged in our DNA and the neural pathways of the
brain as well as in our mind field. Can you really shift those?
5.) What does a PLATINUM life look life? What do people experience from The Platinum Life System?
6.) Tip for raising frequency?
7.) Tip for successful manifesting? How do you clear the path to successful manifesting? And does it
apply to just certain areas, like money? Or relationships? Or health and wellbeing?
8.) CODEBREAKER’S subtitle is “Discover the Password to Unlock the Best Version of You” — would
you be good enough to share that with us?
9.) CODEBREAKER talks a lot about the core blocking frequencies to each of these 8 high frequency
beingness states unlocked by the Master Password — PLATINUM. Can you share them with us?
10.) Forgiveness is a major component of your system, isn’t it? Can you talk about that? Why is it so
important? Are there some guidelines you can share about forgiveness? Are there any simple
forgiveness practices?
11.) We’re taught to be positive, think positive, etc. Yet you say there is something beyond positive!
Please explain!
12.) Is this state of Neutrality attainable in such a chaotic, rapidly changing world?
13.) There are a lot of entertaining images of puppies in your beautiful book that all seem to refer to Ego
Puppy :-) Who or what is Ego Puppy?
14.) And what about Kosmic Kitten?
15.) Tell us about the sexiest trait on the planet.
16.) What’s your vision for CODEBREAKER?
17.) What’s your mission?

18.) You talk about enlightenment and wholeness. Can you elaborate? Can anyone actually become
enlightened? And whole?
19.) You mention “getting off the wheel of karma” — what does this mean? And is it really possible?
20.) You say ultimate transformation only happens when we’re present in BOTH the physical AND
spiritual worlds. What do you mean, please?

Learn More
CODEBREAKER Book:
Title: CODEBREAKER Discover The Password To Unlock The Best Version Of You
Author: Sandra and Daniel Biskind
CODEBREAKER Soft Cover--- ISBN: 978-1-54-394620-8, Price: $26:99, Pages: 383
CODEBREAKER Hard Cover -- ISBN: 978-1-54-394612-3, Price: $37:00, Pages: 383
Ebook -- ISBN: 978-1-54-394612-3 , Price: $9:99
Audiobook—Coming soon.
CODEBREAKER Journal:
CODEBREAKER Journal - Hard Cover
ISBN: 978- 1 -54-394735-9, Price: $27:95, Pages: 200
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https://CODEBREAKERbook.com

Private Coaching:
•

www.TheBiskinds.com

Events:
•

https://TheBiskinds.com/events
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https://TheBiskinds.com/products
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheBiskinds
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Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/sandrabiskind/
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LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/sandra-biskind

